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“Anybody can be decisive during a panic; it takes a strong man to act during a boom.” ―
V.S. Naipaul, A Bend in the River
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“The businessman bought at ten and was happy to get out at twelve; the
mathematician saw his ten rise to eighteen, but didn’t sell because he wanted to
double his ten to twenty.”
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For some reason, I keep returning to VS Naipaul. I have always been an avid Reader and
Naipaul notwithstanding what some Folks considered a vicious cruel streak [One of my
Aunties who was an avowed Socialist was criticized for buying her underwear at Marks and
Spencer’s in one of his books and to this day I don’t understand why a Socialist should not be
permitted to wear proper underwear], I have always found him to be a beautiful and lyrical
Writer who spoke to my own lived experience.
Who has not thought
“Look, boys, it ever strike you that the world not real at all? It ever strike you that we have
the only mind in the world and you just thinking up everything else? Like me here, having
the only mind in the world, and thinking up you people here, thinking up the war and all the
houses and the ships and them in the harbour. That ever cross your mind?”
― V.S. Naipaul, Miguel Street
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However, I started with A Bend in the River and not because Ebola was on my mind which it
was because This is surely The Year of the Virus and Ebola [in case you had forgotten has
been resurfacing], nor because the bend in the river is set in the Congo.

The River Kinshasa
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But because in that Book, Salim describes the BOOM!
And watching the Markets unfold, the ‘’Kisingani’’ Boom that Salim experienced came to my
mind.
Bubbly all around. Highest % of members above 70 RSI since Volmageddon. Highest
number of S&P 500 stocks above their 50-day moving average in 2 decades. Strongest 50day rally in history. Tweeted @TaviCosta
https://twitter.com/TaviCosta/status/1268986430937858048?s=20

"
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The Nasdaq closed at a record

V shape recovery. No one anticipated it. Nasdaq hits all time high. @MadhusudanSara5
https://twitter.com/MadhusudanSara5/status/1269085182226726913?s=20
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Widening divergence between profits and stock prices via @ISABELNET_SA
@SoberLook @GregDaco
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Of course President Trump is doing high fives!
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The Optics however….
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Brutal @GeorgeTakei
https://twitter.com/GeorgeTakei/status/1269459672714694661?s=20

Of course The Federal Reserve has been pumping its balance Sheet $7.2 Trillion last

"
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The Fed has taken an extraordinary amount of actions in response to the #COVID19 shock.
Their response has been far superior to the #GFC. Since March 9, the Fed has expanded its
balance sheet in a staggering 70%. @econchart
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But who wants to be a Killjoy because Killjoys get carried out in the BOOM? Just ask Tiger
Management’s Julian Robertson.

"
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The Precipitate Trigger for the Surge Friday was of course the US Jobs report.

Employers added 2.5 million workers to their payrolls in May, trouncing forecasts for a 7.5
million decline. The jobless rate unexpectedly dropped to 13.3% from 14.7% as states began
re-opening their economies.

"
A ‘misclassification error’ made the May unemployment rate look better than it is. Here’s
what happened. @washingtonpost https://j.mp/2Ue9jQ0

When the U.S. government’s official jobs report for May came out on Friday, it included a
note at the bottom saying there had been a major “error” indicating that the
unemployment rate likely should be higher than the widely reported 13.3 percent rate.
The special note said that if this “misclassification error” had not occurred, the “overall
unemployment rate would have been about 3 percentage points higher than reported,”
meaning the unemployment rate would be about 16.3 percent for May.
The BLS admitted that some people who should have been classified as “temporarily
unemployed” during the shutdown were instead misclassified as employed but “absent”
from work for “other reasons.”
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Just weeks after the stock market crashed in 1929, President Herbert Hoover assured
the country that things were already “back to normal,” Liaquat Ahamed writes in
Lords of Finance https://j.mp/39DEhpw
Five months later, in March 1930, Hoover said the worst would be over “during the next
60 days.”
When that period ended, he said, “We have passed the worst.”
Eventually, Ahamed writes, “when the facts refused to obey Hoover’s forecasts, he
started to make them up.”
Government agencies were pressed to issue false data. Officials resigned rather than do
so, including the chief of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
And we all know how that turned out: The Great Depression.
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Is this going to rain on President Trump’s Parade? Probably not

!
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“Fake News” said someone we know and millions of People believed him
and the @NYSE and @Nasdaq surged to the (pink) moon
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1269228191144718336?s=20
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.@RealdonaldTrump H/T @DanScavino
https://twitter.com/DanScavino/status/1269133539385184257?s=20

"We have gross oscillation here"
http://bit.ly/2CGuGDd

An Oscillation within Uyipa
https://twitter.com/ArtyPolar/status/1267841228630118406?s=20
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Global oil demand is still expected to contract by around 9 mb/d for the whole of 2020
according to the Opec secretariat-

OPEC+ deal based on outcome today. @JRJ_ALHAJRI
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Crude Oil Chart @TamirTiko2110 [I am looking to SELL]
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Precious Metals YTD
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Las Vegas is officially back. @ArashMarkazi
https://twitter.com/ArashMarkazi/status/1269169419998990336?s=20

The Markets believe it’s a V [but is it?]
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EXPECT MORE BRRR!

!
COVID19

!

10-MAY-2020 :: We are trending in the 80,000-100,000 #COVID cases a day now.
https://bit.ly/2Lu9K3F

[and Now] at a rate of more than 100,000 a day over a seven-day average @CNN
https://bit.ly/30dQjEL
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Newly reported cases reached a high of 130,400 on June 3.

!
In the last two weeks, the cumulative number of confirmed #COVID19 cases has grown
by: • 88% in South America • 70% in Africa • 42% in Asia • 21% in North America •
13% in Europe • 2% in Oceania @edouad

The number of daily new cases is rising continuously in many large countries.
#COVID19 @MaxCRoser https://twitter.com/MaxCRoser/status/
1268996346746417152?s=20
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